Let’s Go Skating!

One way to make the most of winter is to share a skating Adventure with your Colony. You can go skating indoors at your local arena, or you can be a little more adventurous by heading outdoors to your local rink or favourite pond!

The first thing the Colony needs to do is plan its Adventure. The Beavers can draw what they want to experience on the ice, what gear they should bring and what snack would be good! When the Beavers have generated some good ideas, they can share them with the Colony. The Beavers can then vote to decide on a plan. Who wants hot chocolate? Who wants juice?

When the Colony hits the ice, there will probably be some new skaters in the group. Cheer each other on, and lend a hand when you can. For those who need it, being able to push a stool or a chair can be a big help when getting used to skates!

Resources
- Flip chart or banner paper
- Colouring pencils or crayons
- Paper for the Beavers to draw their ideas on
- Skates
- Appropriate winter clothing
- Snacks

Safety tip
- Everybody skating should wear helmets!
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